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Peace must begin on each one of us, therefore, if there is, peace in ourselves, there is 

peace in our family, if there is peace in our family, there is peace in our community, if there is 
peace in our community, there is peace in our nation and if there is peace in our nation, there is 
peace in the whole world. My own perception of peace is that having no arguments to other 
people, living with a simple life with peace and harmony, having no enemy and hard feelings to 
other people, open for others with open minds and thoughts.  

Being friendly is a sign of peace, because of being open for other people and sharing 
some ideas and characters, especially with open hearts and mind for other. In such a way, you 
show your care for others and love is all around us. In that way as what you give for others, they 
will bring it back to you without having some arguments and lasting misunderstanding because 
in having such misunderstandings and arguments this will make the problem bigger and bigger. 
Or worse, it could be the source of wars and miscommunication where hard feeling may occur 
and probably this will result to killings that would waste many lives.  

Every person plays an important role in their life as well as in our community. Each one 
of us must have a peace of mind so that it will results a world peace or peace on earth. Each one 
of us must know the importance of peace for it takes a lot of purposes in life. Peace plays an 
important role in our community as well as the whole world, peace is what an every human being 
needs and such as freedom and has a right to live. Every human being has a right of what their 
endeavors, interests and chosen fields in life as what they think that what is right for them and 
also for others. In our history there is no human rights because many people have been abused, 
molested and treats like animals, especially the poor people, only the rich and land owners have 
the power to rule the poor people. Whatever they like, they use money and wealth to get the 
things they want in life.  

Oftentimes, only rich people have justice and rights. Unlike the rich, the poor ones must 
work hard to eat meal three times a day. They serve and become slaves of rich and powerful 
people just to survive. Some people choose to be a rebel in this nation to fight for their rights 
because their voice and their commitments are not being heard by our government. Some of our 
rebels would kill civilians in order to get the government’s attention. Some shouts for their rights, 
just like activists. When they see the wrong governance of our leaders, they rally on the streets. 
Now, if the government ignores their voice, trouble springs which lead to war and crimes.  

 
Human right is not the hindrance to maintain peace and order, we must fight for our right 

in order for us to live in liberty, we will not only to keep in silence because no one will hear our 
feelings inside of ourselves. Through our heroes, we learn to fight for justice. Every human has a 
right to live, to pursue our dreams, we think for good first and ask, "Am I doing right? Due to our 
defensiveness, we sometimes hurt someone although we don't mean it. We must keep the peace 
in our minds and heart and control our temper. People have different principles in life and that 
principle is what the people think that is considered right for them, as long as that principle is 
worth fighting for.  



Human rights has limitations, for example a person depends on his/her rights, not at all 
times that everyone agree with you, sometimes it will results injustice because you are unfair to 
the others, we must think for others also for it may break our silence and peace and results 
lasting. 

 Selfishness often caused us to create conflict with others. One best example for that is 
when you ride a bus with one seat left then there is an old woman climb after you. You may 
reason out that both of you pay the fare for that ride and you climbed ahead of her. With that 
conviction, you will of course take the seat leaving the old woman standing. Upholding your 
principle and privilege, you will ignore the weak old woman who is unable to endure long time 
of standing. The old woman will only be fortunate if your principles and rights you believe in 
will be knocked by your conscience.  

The relationship between peace and human rights is that peace is our priority in life and 
each of us has a privileged to be understood due to our principle in life. 

May justice prevail along with human rights since all people has right to live and have 
freedom. We have the right to choose our leaders for progress through elections. We have 
governments’ program to support the poor people. We have the right to express our feelings 
regarding our government and concerning the environment.  

 


